
Chapter 3486 

The two figures in the air have disappeared… 

George Han knew that this was the tensest moment of offense and defense, so he Under the huge 

impact, he still chooses to get up quickly from the ground in order to quickly raise his eyes to observe 

the enemy’s situation. 

But even though it was so fast, what still made him feel hopeless and shocked was that the two figures 

had disappeared… 

At this moment, George Han suddenly heard a slight noise and lowered his eyes. At that time, he found 

that there was just a drop of water falling from the top of the hall to the ground. 

George Han just wanted to let out his breath, but suddenly his face turned ashen. He suddenly realized 

something! 

The next second, he suddenly got up in a hurry, but almost at the moment he just moved, the drop of 

water that fell on the ground also suddenly gathered, and immediately condensed, and then suddenly 

turned into something. Personal-shaped, powerful fists also 

bombarded. 

This punch was extremely powerful. Although George Han had already wanted to get up, it was too late 

when he finally reflected. 

With a loud bang, his entire body was immediately knocked several meters away. After hitting the wall 

behind him, he spat out a mouthful of blood and stopped with difficulty. 

Before waiting for George Han to stabilize God, there was another loud bang, and the Mercury Man also 

suddenly appeared beside Evil Taotie, and then punched it out, directly knocking it into the air. 

Almost like George Han, its body slammed into the wall behind it and cracked before it stopped. 

“Humph!” 

Seeing that one person and one beast were beaten like this for a moment, the two watermen looked at 

them with disdain. 

“How is it, George Han, is it fun?” 

George Han wiped the blood from the corners of his mouth and smiled: “Not bad, but I’m afraid you 

won’t be able to play.” 

Hearing this, the two looked at each other suspiciously, as if they did not expect this time, George Han 

actually dared to speak stubbornly: “As far as the two of us are concerned, you… are just a plaything in 

your hand. You are still qualified to shout in front of us? 

” Your mouth.” When 

Shuizhuren finished speaking, Shuyinren also laughed coldly: “The two of us just raised our hands 

slightly, and you are already like this, tsk tsk…” 



“Hehe, young man, let you old men, this It’s a virtue, respect the old, you really take these things as a 

high court?” George Han resisted the pain and stood up, looking at the two water people, and sneered 

disdainfully. 

“Okay, I have a personality, and I can talk a lot, but I like it.” The Mercury man sneered angrily. 

“Give him a good time, I also like this kind of stubborn young man, although his mouth stinks 

a bit.” Shuizhuren laughed. 

After the two of them finished speaking, they suddenly rushed towards George Han again. 

Its speed is as fast as invisible. 

George Han directly gritted his teeth and endured the pain. His body suddenly moved energy from his 

entire body. Faced with the attack of the two, his whole body was suddenly able to let go and face him 

directly. 

Shuangshuiren is extremely fast and very psychedelic. George Han is definitely not stupid. During the 

mad rush, his body pulled out eight golden bodies, the sword rainbowed down, and the inextinguishable 

mysterious armor and frost jade armor awakened with energy, and came directly. Ready for attack and 

defense! 

“I don’t care how ghostly you are!” With 

a roar, the two sides were officially engaged in battle! 

Suddenly, the entire palace was in flames, the yin and qi leaped in chaos, and the collision of thunder 

and fire caused the whole space to be filled with killing intent. 

The offensive on the water man’s side is extremely ghostly, and its tricks are insidious and deadly. 

George Han’s side is open and close, both offensive and defensive, and very domineering. But 

unfortunately, this has 

never allowed George Han to gain any advantage in front of the two. 

The reason is very simple. 

Almost the same as before, even if George Han tried his best to attack the two of them, or even hit them 

directly, the bodies of the two of them were like water, shattering directly to resolve George Han’s 

attack, and then abruptly. The recovery is restored to its original state, and on this basis, it can quickly 

counterattack against George Han. 

If it wasn’t for George Han’s perversion on the defensive end, he would have been beaten by these two 

people long ago. 

“Hum.” The 

two stopped for a moment, looked at George Han, and said with a smile, “You’re a bit fierce, kid, but 

unfortunately, your skills are nothing but pediatrics in front of us. You should surrender and wait to die, 

right? “ 



Pediatrics?” George Han gasped for breath and chuckled. The energy in his body began to tumble, 

driving his whole body, and the blue light appeared: “Really? 

” ! ! 
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Among the explosions, Han 3,000 sigils are locked on his body, and his huge energy even makes his 

clothes go crazy at this time windless automatic. 

The two watermen looked at each other and couldn’t help but get serious for a while. 

Judging from the situation on George Han at this time, they didn’t know exactly what George Han used, 

but as a fighter among the true gods, their years of experience and intuition can clearly tell them that 

this method is by no means simple. 

Thinking of this, the two of them spread out slightly, not only to ensure the dispersion and attraction but 

also to be surrounded by pincers. At the same time, there was also a frantic flow of water in the hands 

of the two, as if they were condensing a swirling water ball. 

And George Han also had steady eyes, staring at the two of them like a wolf. 

“What? You still haven’t let go? What are you 

waiting for?” The Mercury Man shouted vigilantly yet provocatively. 

Shuizhuren also held the handball in his hand, and immediately prepared to take countermeasures 

against George Han’s attack. 

But George Han still just stared at them, without any movement. 

When the Quicksilver Man felt a little annoyed that his words were ignored, the Shuidui Man next to 

him in the distance laughed at this moment. 

“Can’t you see it yet?” Seeing Shuyin’s puzzled, Shuizhuren smiled coldly. 

“This method is indeed a bit weird, and the power it contains is also great, but it is clear that even if he 

encounters such a miraculous method, he will still not be able to eat it in terms of his body and 

cultivation.” 

“With a pair of baby elephant legs, but the weight of an adult elephant, can it 

trample people to death? Maybe, but at least he can walk smoothly on his own.” 

As soon as these words came out, Shuizhuren burst out laughing, as if he no longer took George Han in 

his eyes. 

After being stunned for a moment, the Mercury Man quickly reflected on it, hehe smiled and said, “No 

wonder this kid has been holding back for so long, but he actually stands there and doesn’t even move. I 

thought this kid was very vigilant. , after a long time, it is clear that this kid is still brewing energy at this 

time.” 



“Hmph, brat didn’t anyone tell you that no matter how powerful the spell if it can’t be done in time and 

quickly, it will be left to the enemy to attack at will. Is it your destiny? Let your enemy teach you on the 

field, then, your ending can only be one.” 

“Death!” When the 

words fell, Mercury 

and Shuizhuren laughed at the same time, and in the next second, two Taoist figure charged towards 

George Han at the same time. 

At this time, George Han had a hint of joy in his deep wolf-like eyes. 

“I’m just waiting for you two old bald donkeys to shoot.” George Han laughed coldly, and his hand 

suddenly moved. 

“Breaking the dream and swallowing the soul!!!” 

As George Han shouted loudly, the blue light surrounding his body suddenly stopped, and the next 

second it exploded, and an inch of white light accompanied the two shackles of talismans on George 

Han’s body. Suddenly, it flew forward. 

“What!” 

Looking at the directly bursting white light and the two shackles, the two watermen obviously did not 

expect this at all. 

Han 

George Han already planned everything and has been waiting for them to take the lead. 

“You hateful little brat, do you think you will win by plotting against us like this? I tell you, you are too 

young, didn’t you know what I’m capable of just now, and you want to hurt me like a fool!!” 

” It is today that I will teach you a lesson and teach you a lesson so that you can see what is called Jiang 

or old spicy.” 

When the two of them finished speaking, one of them suddenly lit up with white light, and the other lit 

up with a silver light. Their own energy and speed also increased rapidly, and they rushed towards 

George Han with a more ferocious posture. 

At this time, George Han’s eyes were also staring at the white light and the shackles, and he was equally 

nervous. He didn’t know how this move of the Emperor You would end… 

 


